What data does SEVIS require?

SEVIS involves the same data that has always been required by law and regulation from foreign students and exchange visitors. The system is expected to enable schools and exchange visitor programs to better comply with the requirements outlined below.

IIRIRA, § 641(c)

- Identity and current address of alien
- Visa classification, date of visa issuance or classification granted
- Academic status of alien (full-time, part-time)
- Academic disciplinary actions taken against the alien due to criminal conviction

USA PATRIOT Act § 416

- Port of Entry
- Date of entry

Regulations at 8 CFR 214.3(g)

- Name
- Place and date of birth
- Country of Citizenship
- Address
- Status (full-time, part-time)
- Date of commencement of studies
- Degree program and field of study
- Practical training, beginning and ending dates
- Termination date and known reasons
- I-20 and application for I-20
- Number of credits completed per year

DOS regulations at 22 CFR 62